**Citrus Action**

**Antibacterial Bathroom Wipes**

Specifically Formulated for Use in the Bathroom!

24 Pre-Moistened Wipes
7 in x 8 in (17.7 cm x 20.3 cm)

NET WT. 8.47 OZ. (240 g)

**Kills 99.9% of Bacteria**

**Flushable**

**We Work Hard**
So you don't have to!

- Cuts through bathroom grime
- Kills 99.9% of Bacteria
- Clean, fresh scent

**Won't Harm Septic Systems!**

Scrubbing Bubbles® Antibacterial Bathroom Wipes are flushable and dispense in water when agitated, just like toilet paper, so you don't have to worry about your plumbing. Just grab, wipe, and flush the mess away!

**HOW TO USE**

Open lid and pull out first wipe from center of roll. Pull up wipe through small hole in center of lid. As you pull, wipe through hole, rest wipe will come up through hole and be ready for use. Give a quick tug to separate one wipe from the rest.

Use wipes to clean surfaces such as sinks, counters, glazed tile and suitable toilet surfaces including seats, lids and tanks. When wipe gets dirty or drops out, discard in toilet bowl and flush (or discard in trash). Never flush more than one wipe at a time. Never flush when other matter is present in bowl, clogged on toilet seat, allow to dry before sitting. Do not flush if plumbing system is not working properly. Between uses, always snap lid securely to keep wipes moist.

**TIPS FOR USE**

- **SPECIAL USES**
  - Use only one wipe, if necessary, on the surface stays visibly wet for 1 minute. Allow surface to air dry. For highly soiled surfaces, clean off excess dirt before sanitizing.
  
  
  * Enterococcus fecalis, Bacillus pasteri, Staphylococcus aureus, Klebsiella pneumoniae, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Staphylococcus epidermidis, Streptococcus pyogenes, *
  
  Wherever food contact is made, rinse surface with water after cleaning.

**CAUTION**

- Use only on wood, carpeted areas or upholstery. Do not use on other household cleaners. Contains no phosphates.

**DO NOT USE FOR PERSONAL HYGIENE OR AS A BABY WIPES.**

**PRECAUTIONS FOR USE**

**ADDISON**

**Hazardous to Humans and Domestic Animals.**

**CAUTION**

- Causes moderate eye irritation. Avoid contact with eyes, skin or clothing. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling and before eating, drinking, chewing gum, using tobacco or using the toilet.

**FIRST AID:**

**IF IN EYES**

- Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes.
- Remove contact lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes, and continue rinsing eye.
- Call your poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.

**IF ON SKIN OR CLOTHING**

- Wash skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes.
- Call your poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.
- Have the product container or label with you when calling a poison control center or doctor, or going for treatment.

**STORAGE AND DISPOSAL**

**STORAGE**

Store in a cool place, out of reach of children and pets. Keep lid tightly closed between uses to retain moisture.

**DISPOSAL**

Non-refillable containers. Do not reuse or refill. Empty containers. Place in trash or offer for recycling if available.

EPA Reg. No. 48274-2635

EPA Est. No. 7057-W-1

Questions? Call 800-558-5239 or write Helen Johnson.

Manufactured for & © 2006 S.C. Johnson & Son, Inc., Racine, WI 53403-2228 USA

All Rights Reserved.
We Work Hard
So you don’t have to!

- Cuts through bathroom grime
- Kills 99.9% of Bacteria
- Clean, fresh scent

www.scrubbingbubbles.com

Won’t Harm Septic Systems!

Scrubbing Bubbles® Antibacterial Bathroom Wipes are flushable and disperse in water when agitated, just like toilet paper, so you don’t have to worry about your plumbing. Just grab, wipe, and flush the mess away!

TO OPEN PACKAGE: Open lid and pull out first wipe from center of roll. Pull up wipe through small hole in center of lid. As you pull whole wipe through hole, next wipe will come up through hole and be ready for use. Give a quick tug to separate one wipe from the next. Use wipes to clean surfaces such as sinks, counters, glazed tile and outside toilet surfaces including seats, rims and tanks. When wipe gets dirty or dries out, discard in toilet bowl and flush (or discard in trash). Never flush more than one wipe at a time. Never flush when other matter is present in bowl. If used on toilet seat, allow to dry before sitting. Do not flush if plumbing system is not working optimally. Between uses, always snap lid securely to keep wipes moist.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE: It is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.

TO CLEAN AND DEODORIZE: Wipe surface clean and allow to air dry. TO SANITIZE* HARD NON-POURABLE SURFACES: Wipe surface. Use more than one wipe, if necessary, so the surface stays visibly wet for 1 minute. Allow surface to air dry. For highly soiled surfaces, clean off excess dirt before sanitizing.

* Enterococcus faecalis Vancomycin Resistant, Escherichia coli (E. coli), Klebsiella pneumoniae, Staphylococcus aureus (Staph), Streptococcus pyogenes (Strep) Wherever food contact is likely, rinse surface with water after cleaning.

NOTE: Keep out of reach of children and pets. Unplug electrical appliances before cleaning them with this product. Not for use on wood, carpeted areas or upholstery. Spot test on other surfaces before using. Do not use with other household cleaners. Contains no phosphorus.

DO NOT USE FOR PERSONAL HYGIENE OR AS A BABY WIPE.

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS: Hazards to Humans and Domestic Animals.

CAUTION: CAUSES MODERATE EYE IRRITATION. Avoid contact with eyes, skin or clothing. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling and before eating, drinking, chewing gum, using tobacco or using the toilet.

FIRST AID: IF IN EYES
- Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes.
- Remove contact lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing eye.
- Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.

IF ON SKIN OR CLOTHING
- Take off contaminated clothing.
- Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes.
- Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.

Have the product container or label with you when calling a poison control center or doctor, or going for treatment.

Storage and Disposal:

STORAGE: Store in a cool place, out of reach of children and pets. Keep lid tightly closed between uses to retain moisture.

DISPOSAL: Nonrefillable container. Do not reuse or refill empty container. Place in trash or offer for recycling if available.

EPA Reg. No. 4822-559
EPA Est. No. 50757-W-1
Questions? Comments? Call 800-558-5252 or write Helen Johnson.
Manufactured for & © 2008 S.C. Johnson & Son, Inc., Racine, WI 53403-2236 U.S.A.
All Rights Reserved.
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